
Learn to Skate Program

We’re going to let you in on a little secret. The first time you skate—you’re going to fall. We all
fall. Olympic medalists have fallen hundreds of times. Thousands even. The best part, everyone
gets right back up better than ever. Here are some tips for your first day!

● Arrive early and check in at the table. We will direct you to your spot to tie skates and
wait for class to start.

● No hockey sticks or pucks are allowed on the ice in the LTS Zones.
● Parents are expected to remain on rink grounds during all classes.
● If a parent can skate and is interested in helping out on the ice, we would love to have

the help!  Please contact the league: Scott Guertin, President; Rachel Bain, Vice
President; or Eric Brown, Coaching Director

Wear the right skating attire:
Helmets - Hockey helmets are strongly recommended however a bike, ski, or skateboard
helmet is acceptable as long as it fits tight to the head.
Fitting skates - Figure skates or hockey skates (no double runners) - preferably ones that lace
up. Try on skates until the most comfortable pair is found. The closer the fit, the more control.
Boots should be snug, giving toes just enough wiggle room without pinching. Feet should be
immobile with the heel far back in the boot. A solid support is also necessary because staying
upright takes a considerable amount of strength.
Gloves and mittens - They’re not just to keep your hands warm; they protect hands as skaters
learn to fall and stand back up.
Clothing- Comfort and the ability to move about freely is an absolute must for new skaters.
Plenty of layers along with a jacket should be worn. While it’s easy to assume it’s warmer
indoors, arenas do keep thermostats set at a brisk 50 degrees. (Full hockey gear, elbow pads,
and knee pads are not necessary but if your new skater has gear, feel free to wear it)

Expectations
● Make the most out of every lesson.
● Be patient
● Be polite
● Be safe - think about the safety of other skaters in the class. Stay in control and within

the boundaries of the class to avoid interfering with others.
● Have fun!

For beginners, marching across the ice is the first skill taught. Some skaters push and glide with
ease. Others will play the cautious card by taking baby steps, and that’s good. Learning to fall
and stand right back up will also take precedence.

All beginning skaters will gain confidence and demonstrate the ability to skate reasonably well
on their own, get up from falling, attempting to stop while moving slowly, and navigate a public
session well. But it takes time and practice!
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Learn to Play Hockey Program

This program is for kids who have completed a learn to skate program and are ready to try the
game of hockey. Kids should be able to skate on their own, get up off the ice without assistance
and have a desire to participate. The coaches will teach skating and hockey skills in a cross-ice
environment. This program is perfect to prepare kids for the Mite Instructional Hockey League
next fall which is a 3v3 competitive house league. Here are some tips to make the first session
run smoothly.

● Arrive early and check in at the table. We will direct you to your spot to tie skates and
wait for class to start.

● Arrive dressed in gear except for skates (it is frequently easier to get younger kids
dressed at home)

● Parents are expected to remain on rink grounds during all classes.
● No hockey sticks or pucks are allowed on the ice in the Learn To Skate Zones. Stay on

your side of the ice.

Equipment
This program requires the following hockey equipment.

● HECC Hockey Helmet
● Jersey
● Hockey Skates
● Shin Guards
● Hockey Pants
● Shoulder Pads
● Elbow Pads
● Gloves
● Stick
● Jock/Cup

Used youth gear is usually in really good shape because the kids grow so fast! Play It Again
Sports has 3 locations (Portsmouth, NH; North Reading, and Stoneham) in the area that should
have gear and skates to get you started.

Another option is a youth starter kit which you might be able to pick up online.

If you prefer in-person attention, the folks at TSR Hockey in Salem are great:
5 Kelly Road, Salem, NH 03079 || 603-898-7777

If you are having a hard time finding equipment, please reach out! We might be able to
help find a piece you are missing.

https://www.amazon.com/WINNWELL-YOUTH-HOCKEY-STARTER-Small/dp/B06XH4KVH8/ref=pd_lpo_1?pd_rd_i=B07KFV9MFL&psc=1
https://www.tsrhockey.com/


Hockey Skates
The closer the fit, the more control. Boots should be snug, giving toes just enough wiggle room
without pinching. Feet should be immobile with the heel far back in the boot. A solid support is
also necessary because staying upright takes a considerable amount of strength.

Stick
Right or left?! Sometimes kids are right handed in everything except hockey. When first starting
out, if it isn’t obvious, our recommendation is to go with a straight blade stick. Once they start
using it a bit, you will know if they are destined to shoot right handed or left handed.

If you are brand new to hockey, or it’s been a while - this video from USA Hockey is a great
resource to show you how to get your kid dressed in each piece of equipment.

Expectations
● Make the most out of every lesson.
● Be patient - hockey is a journey
● Be polite to the coaches
● Be safe - think about the safety of other skaters in the class. Stay in control and within

the boundaries of the class to avoid interfering with others.
● Have fun!

https://www.hockeymonkey.com/ice-hockey/sticks/wood/youth/ccm-hockey-stick-ultimate-yth.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGp1PHRNX60

